Many people have limited health literacy skills. Even strong readers may have difficulty with unfamiliar health terms and concepts. The complexity of the U.S. health care system can exacerbate health literacy challenges.

Health care organizations should assume that anyone may have difficulty understanding health care information and navigating the health care environment. A first step is the organizational adoption of health literacy universal precautions, communication practices in which providers interact with all patients as if they may have difficulty understanding health information, regardless of their background or educational level.1

Even with universal precautions in place, it may be helpful for health care organizations to evaluate patient health literacy through informational identification strategies. The information below outlines both simple informal strategies, as well as more formal options, for organizations seeking to develop appropriate services and materials for specific patient populations.

**Informal Patient Assessments**

Adults with limited literacy or health literacy report feeling a sense of shame about their abilities.2 They may hide their reading struggles from everyone, including health care providers.3 Do not surprise them with a literacy test. Doing so may embarrass and alienate them. There are, however, informal ways to identify people who may have limited literacy skills. For example, do patients:

- Miss appointments frequently?
- Fail to complete or accurately complete registration forms?
- Identify pills by looking at them rather than reading their label?
• Struggle to provide a coherent, sequential medical history?
• Avoid following up on tests or referrals?
• Use statements such as “I forgot my reading glasses,” “I’ll read through this when I get home,” or “I’m too tired to read” when asked to discuss written material?

To conduct an informal literacy assessment, health care providers can casually ask the questions listed below. The answers often illustrate whether individuals are struggling to understand health information.

• Would you please show me how you are going to use your inhaler (or other item), so I know if I explained it well enough? (This is an example of a “Teach-Back” tactic.)
• I’m guessing a family member or friend may ask you what you found out at today’s appointment. What are you going to tell them? (Also a “Teach-Back” tactic.)
• People like to learn about health issues in different ways. Do you prefer written materials? A conversation? Videos? Or a different method?

Health Literacy Snapshot

A primary care physician notices that many of her diabetic patients do not schedule follow-up appointments and often miss their scheduled foot and eye exams. Since many of the patients in her clinic have limited literacy skills, she realizes that many of them may not be aware of or understand the importance of follow-up appointments and other exams. She asks a member of her care team to reach out to her patients, use the “teach-back” method to discuss the importance of these appointments, and jointly create individualized plans with minimal barriers to follow-through.

Formal Health Literacy Assessments

Formal health literacy assessments can help health care organizations systematically identify patients with limited health literacy skills. This should only be done if the organization has committed to integrating quality improvement practices to better serve people identified with limited health literacy skills. Ideally such health literacy assessments should be scheduled in advance, conducted only with full patient consent, and administered outside of the clinical setting. This will help alleviate fears of going to future medical appointments. Trained, trustworthy, and culturally diverse staff should administer the assessments, and patients should receive meaningful compensation for their time.

Below are several common tools used to assess individuals’ health literacy skills.

• REALM-R (Rapid Assessment of Adult Literacy in Medicine): Measures the ability to read common medical words. There is a Spanish version of this assessment called the SAHLSA-50 (Short Assessment of Health Literacy for Spanish-Speaking Adults).
• TOFHLA (Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults): Measures reading and numeracy using common medical scenarios and materials. It assigns health literacy scores of inadequate, marginal, or adequate. There is also an abbreviated version called the S-TOFHLA.
• The Newest Vital Sign: Measures health literacy and numeracy using an ice cream pint nutrition label. It requires just three minutes to complete and is available in English and Spanish.
• **Brief Health Literacy Screening Tool**: Measures patient health literacy with four questions that can be integrated into a clinical appointment. Assigns scores of *limited*, *marginal*, or *adequate*.

• A database of additional health literacy measures is available at Tufts Medicine’s [Health Literacy Tool Shed](#).
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### Important Considerations for Assessing Health Literacy Levels

- **Use a combination of informal and formal measures** to gain a more nuanced understanding of individuals’ abilities.
- **Conduct assessments in private**, with sensitivity and respect, to ensure that patients do not feel ashamed, inferior, or like targets of a study.
- **Distinguish limited literacy or health literacy skills** from cognitive decline, a developmental disability, or a mental health disorder.
- **Differentiate English proficiency from health literacy**. Individuals who are not proficient in English (but are proficient in another language) can have limited literacy or limited health literacy skills. Or they may function quite high in either or both.
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### ABOUT THE CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE STRATEGIES

The Center for Health Care Strategies (CHCS) is a policy design and implementation partner devoted to improving outcomes for people enrolled in Medicaid. CHCS supports partners across sectors and disciplines to make more effective, efficient, and equitable care possible for millions of people across the nation. For more information, visit [www.chcs.org](http://www.chcs.org).
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### ENDNOTES

